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thesis work. Since this thesis work is based on local curvature based lighting model
for rendering of snow, curvature calculations are applied to the lighting model. Then,
mean and Gaussian curvature calculations also evaluated for this model and finally
mean curvature and Gaussian curvature values are compared to another calculations
method which those values are available in an ASCII file. The idea behind these
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1. Introduction
The human visual sense is one of the most important senses. We can look at our surrounding
area and enjoy the lights, colors and shape of the objects. We begin to learn when we are born
by looking and putting the shape of objects and their colors to our brain then we can compare
the objects and learn the colors and the important concepts like equality, bigger than, or
smaller than. Our vision gives us the information from the light which reflects from the
objects and that is the whole procedure of seeing objects. Consider that we are in a
completely dark room, and we cannot see anything, that is why lighting and shading are very
important in many subjects.
Since light is very important in many areas, the methods to simulate the light source and
interaction between the light and the objects and also reflection and scattering of the light are
very important.
Now a days, computers play a big role in our life and help us with the researches and
simulate many things that were not possible in the past. Computer graphics is one of the
important parts of this subject. One of the interesting parts of computer graphics topic is
lighting and shading. Lighting and shading help us to get a better feeling not only in scientific
aspects but also in computer games and visualization.
There are some illumination models like Phong illumination model (Phong shading) [Phong
1973] which is based on ambient color and diffuse and specular reflections. This illumination
model is very useful, but there are many things in the world which cannot be perfectly
simulated by the Phong model such as clouds and snow. To simulate these objects we need to
use another illumination model to calculate more parameters and this model should give us a
better result compared with the Phong model. For instance the surface of snow presents very
diversely shaped microscopic crystal patterns which give rise to self-shadowing and highly
diffuse reflections [1]. To achieve that, we can use new illumination model which is
Curvature based illumination model. There is still research around the curvature calculation
in a triangular mesh and curvature based lighting model. In this thesis project I used mean
curvature and Gaussian curvature that control the illumination model.
As I mentioned above, lighting is very important in this topic. Consider a light ray that
spreads from a light source, the light either strikes an object or it loses its energy. We just
consider about the lights which strike a surface of an object. As human visual system, we can
divide the light into two parts:
1. Incoming light from the light source to the surface of an object.
2. Outgoing light from the surface of an object to the eye.
In the first part the interaction between the light from the light source and the surface of the
object is taken into account. Interactions can be ambient attenuation, self shadowing, ambient
light and subsurface scattering. In the second part the reflected light from the surface to the
viewer is taken into account. The angle between light vector and surface normal and also the
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angle between surface normal and the viewer in a certain point play an important role in how
the colors and objects are seen and felt.
All of the above will be explained in the implementation approach part as a key point to
modeling the curvature based illumination model.
In the implementation approach section, I will explain the mathematical aspects and connect
the mathematical calculations to the computer graphics and programming language. In other
words how these calculations can be implemented and used to visualize the output.
In the results section, I will compare Gaussian curvature and mean curvature and compare
these curvatures with different angles of light sources and I will also demonstrate locally
backscattered light, ambient attenuation term and subsurface scatter controlled by curvature
calculations applied to the whole illumination model. In this section I will also compare both
Gaussian and mean curvature calculations with another calculation from an ASCII file given
by Professor Stefan Seipel. Then I will try to determine which one is better than the other one
if it is possible to say, and also advantages and disadvantages of my calculations if any.
In the appendix section, I will show the source code for both fragment and vertex shaders that
how the entire illumination model can be implemented in the computer language.
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2. Implementation approach
2.1 General information
Microsoft Visual studio 2008 was used as my programming language environment to
implement, test and run this thesis project. Programming languages that were used for
implementation are mixed of C and C++ and OpenGL library which runs at the CPU side and
for GPU side I used GLSL (OpenGL shading language).
Vertex normal calculations, Gaussian and mean curvature calculations are done at the CPU
side. All the lights, reflect and pixel color calculations are done at the GPU side. At the GPU
side, both vertex and fragment shaders were used.

2.2 Mesh generation
To produce an object model, I used a three-dimensional triangular mesh that represents the
surface (figure 1). This mesh contains 10201 vertices (points) that all the coordinates of
vertices (points) are read from an ASCII file.

Figure 1: A three-dimensional triangular mesh.

The mesh is located between -4 and 4 in x-axis and z-axis, so the origin is exactly located at
the middle of the mesh. Because I use variable to change the initial point and I also use a
parameter to control the interval, there is no limitation to draw the mesh between -4 and 4. To
draw the mesh I draw a triangle which makes one face. Before I draw the mesh, the program
reads initial coordinate for x-coordinate and save it into an array which holds all the
3

x-coordinates for further calculations. I repeat the same procedure for z-coordinates and save
it into another array. Now I have two arrays which hold both x and z coordinates separately.
The next step is to read the height values (y-coordinates) with respect to x and z-coordinates.
Height values are read from an ASCII file. To do that, I must read correct values from the
ASCII file as it contains other information such as Gaussian and mean curvature values. I
check the rows for corresponded height value and read them row by row and convert it from
text (string) to number (double) and keep them into one two-dimensional array. The first
dimension corresponds to x-coordinate and the second dimension corresponds to zcoordinate.
Now I have all the necessary information for all of the points that should be used in the mesh.
As mentioned before, I used triangles to draw the mesh. To draw the mesh, I began with the
initial point which for simplicity I call it P(x[i],y[i][j],z[j]). x corresponds to x-coordinate that
was read from the first array, y corresponds to y-coordinate that was read from the twodimensional array and finally z corresponds to z-coordinate that was read from the second
one-dimensional array and i and j are zero. By drawing P(x[i],y[i][j],z[j]) and then
P(x[i+1],y[i+1][j+1],z[j+1]) and then P(x[i+1],y[i+1][j],z[j]), I have three points now which
make a new face. The next step is to draw another triangle by this sequence:
P(x[i],y[i][j],z[j]), P(x[i],y[i][j+1],z[j+1]) and finally P(x[i+1],y[i+1][j+1],z[j+1]) which
make another face. I used the same strategy for other points until I reached the final point.
After the mesh is completely drawn, we are ready to calculate the vertex normal.

2.3 Vertex normal calculation
I have calculated vertex normal in this thesis project because I need it during the calculation
of mean curvature and also when I use vertex normal, I can simulate smooth shading instead
of flat shading, the way when I use light in the program, the mesh looks smoother and more
natural. The definition of vertex normal is the average of the surface normals of the faces that
contain that vertex (figure 2) [2] [11].

Figure 2: Vertex normal and normals near interior vertex.
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Since the mesh is a structural mesh, according to the vertex position we have one up to six
faces which is connected to the vertex. For the points that are connected to just one face
vertex normal is equal to the normal at this point, so the calculation is easy. The procedure to
calculate vertex normal for the points that connected to 2, 3 and 6 faces is the same.
Since we do not have any vector definition in C and C++, I have to simulate vectors in the
program. The procedure is easy. Equation (1) shows how we can simulate a vector when we
have two points P1(x1, y1, z1) and P2(x2 ,y2, z2) in three-dimensional space [7].
��������⃗
𝑃1 𝑃2 = (x2 – x1, y2 – y1, z2 – z1)

(1)

Recall from section 2.2, each face contains three points namely P1(x1, y1, z1), P2(x2 ,y2, z2)
and P3(x3 ,y3, z3). If P1 is the vertex that we want to calculate its normal, when I use cross
product of P1P2 and P1P3 I can easily calculate normal vector and face normal at point P1.
Face normal for next neighboring face can be easily calculated by P1P3 × P1P4 and so forth as
shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: Point P1 and its neighboring faces. Simulation of vector calculations that help us to use cross product
for vertex normal calculation.

The next step to calculate vertex normal is to implement a function that calculates the cross
product according to the equation (2) for given three points (these three points simulated as
��������⃗
two vectors) and save the result in a array of length three. For simplicity I denote 𝑃
�⃗
1 𝑃2 as 𝑢
and ��������⃗
𝑃1 𝑃3 as 𝑣⃗ [7].

𝑖 𝑗 𝑘
𝑢𝑦 𝑢𝑧
𝑢𝑥 𝑢𝑦
𝑢𝑥 𝑢𝑧
𝑢 × 𝑣 = �𝑢𝑥 𝑢𝑦 𝑢𝑧 � = � 𝑣 𝑣 � 𝑖 − � 𝑣 𝑣 � 𝑗 + � 𝑣 𝑣 � 𝑘
𝑦 𝑧
𝑥 𝑦
𝑥 𝑧
𝑣𝑥 𝑣𝑦 𝑣𝑧
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(2)

Now I need another function which calculates the determinant and put the final magnitude of
the face normal into the corresponded array. To calculate the determinant I have also
implemented a function that calculates the determinant according to equation (3) [7].
𝑎
�
𝑐

𝑏
� = 𝑎. 𝑑 − 𝑏. 𝑐
𝑑

(3)

Now I have all the necessary information for one face neighboring for vertex (point) P1 so I
can safely keep it in the corresponded array. I repeat this procedure for all other neighboring
faces that connected to the P1 and add all these arrays together and finally I do normalization
according to equation (4) [2] [7] and save it as vertex normal at point P1 for further
calculations.
𝑗

𝑛= �

𝑖 =1

𝑛𝑖
|𝑛𝑖 |

1≤𝑗≤6

(4)

When we calculate cross product, it is very important to remember the right hand rule
��������⃗
��������⃗
because since we do 𝑃
1 𝑃2 × 𝑃1 𝑃3 according to figure 3, we are in the correct way but if we
��������⃗
��������⃗
��������⃗
calculate ��������⃗
𝑃1 𝑃3 × 𝑃
1 𝑃2 instead of 𝑃1 𝑃2 × 𝑃1 𝑃3 , the normal at this surface will be opposite

direction and all the calculations for vertex normal will be incorrect. In this situation instead
of adding all the face normals, we subtract the faulty ones and then normalize it which ends
up to completely incorrect calculation.

2.4 Curvature calculation
2.4.1 Mean curvature calculation
As mentioned before, I need to have the vertex normal to calculate surface curvature at each
vertex. Suppose that we want to calculate mean curvature for vertex xi , the first step is to
calculate the Voronoi region area of each neighboring faces that xi is a point of these faces.
Voronoi region area can be calculated by equation (5) [4] and all the necessary parameters
are shown in the figure 4.

Figure 4: Vertex xi and its one ring-neighborhood and sub area for our calculations [4].
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𝐴𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑖 =

1
8

2

� (cot 𝛼𝑖𝑗 + cot 𝛽𝑖𝑗 ) �𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 �

𝑗∈ 𝑁1 (𝑖)

(5)

Before I explain the mathematical points of view in my implementation for Avoronoi, I must
mention that mean curvature calculation is based on equation (6) which was defined by Mark
Meyer, Mathieu Desbrun, Peter Schröder and Alan H. Barr [5].
𝐾𝐻 (𝑥𝑖 ) =

1

𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑

1
2
𝑁
� � �cot 𝛼𝑖𝑗 + cot 𝛽𝑖𝑗 ��𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 � � 𝐾𝑖,𝑗
8

𝑗∈𝑁1 (𝑖)

(6)

where 𝐾𝐻 (𝑥𝑖 ) is mean curvature in a given point 𝑥𝑖 , 𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 is the area of the region of
𝑁
influence of vertex 𝑥𝑖 and 𝐾𝑖,𝑗
can be shown to be an estimate of the normal curvature in the
direction of the edge xixj and it is defined by equation (7) [5].
𝑁
𝐾𝑖,𝑗
=2

�𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 � . 𝑛
�𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 �

(7)

2

where n is the vertex normal for point xi. If we compare equation (5) and equation (6), we
will find out that many terms in equation (5) and (6) are the same, so to avoid redundancies I
2

calculate �cot 𝛼𝑖𝑗 + cot 𝛽𝑖𝑗 ��𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 � for each face neighborhood and put it into a variable
and use it for both mean curvature and 𝐴𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑖 calculations. As these calculations are heavy
according to the size of my model and they can overload the CPU, it is not necessary to
calculate them twice. First of all I use equation (8) to calculate 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 and put it into an
array for further calculations.
𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 = (𝑥𝑥 𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑦𝑥 𝑖 − 𝑦𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑧𝑥 𝑖 − 𝑧𝑥 𝑗 )

(8)

Then to calculate cot 𝛼𝑖𝑗 and cot 𝛽𝑖𝑗 I use dot product according to equation (9) and (10) of
two vectors with help of equation (1) to simulate points as a vector (see also figure 5 and 6).
P0
𝛼𝑖𝑗
P1

P2

Figure 5: P0, P1 and P2 are the points for cos αij calculation at one face neighborhood.
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P2

P1

P3

𝛽ij

Figure 6: P1, P2 and P3 are the points for cos βij calculation at one face neighborhood.

��������⃗
��������⃗
𝑃0 𝑃1 . 𝑃
0 𝑃2 = 𝑥𝑃0 𝑃1 𝑥𝑃0 𝑃2 + 𝑦𝑃0 𝑃1 𝑦𝑃0 𝑃2 + 𝑧𝑃0 𝑃1 𝑧𝑃0 𝑃2

��������⃗
��������⃗
𝑃
3 𝑃2 . 𝑃3 𝑃1 = 𝑥𝑃3 𝑃2 𝑥𝑃3 𝑃1 + 𝑦𝑃3 𝑃2 𝑦𝑃3 𝑃1 + 𝑧𝑃3 𝑃2 𝑧𝑃3 𝑃1

(9)

(10)

The thought behind finding the dot product is that to find cos αij and cos 𝛽ij by definition of
cross product according to equation (11) and equation (12).
cos αij =
cos 𝛽ij =

��������⃗
𝑃0 𝑃1 . ��������⃗
𝑃0 𝑃2
��������⃗
��������⃗
�𝑃
0 𝑃1 ��𝑃0 𝑃2 �

(11)

��������⃗
��������⃗
𝑃3 𝑃2 . 𝑃
3 𝑃1
��������⃗
��������⃗
�𝑃
3 𝑃2 ��𝑃3 𝑃1 �

(12)

And finally calculation of cot 𝛼𝑖𝑗 and cot 𝛽𝑖𝑗 are done according to equation (13) and
equation (14).
cot 𝛼𝑖𝑗 =
cot 𝛽𝑖𝑗 =

cos αij

�1 − cos

2α

�1 − cos

2β

cos βij

(13)

ij

(14)

ij

Now I have all the necessary functions and I can simply calculate mean curvature at point xi.
Since I have calculated vertex normal for equation (7) before, I use it in mean curvature
calculation. The last step to calculate mean curvature is to put all these calculations together
according to equation (6) and send it to vertex shader.
I must mention that equation (5) stands only for non-obtuse triangles. I assumed that all faces
have non-obtuse angles because of mesh configuration that I use as my model. Otherwise for
each face that I want to calculate the region of influence area, I must check all the angles
8

(probably three angles per each face) and these kinds of calculations take a long time to
calculate on the CPU side so running the program will take a long time. This assumption
doesn’t tell that the calculation is hard because I already implemented all the necessary angle
calculators. According to my assumption I can skip checking all three angles per each face
and do not calculate further calculations for how to get the area for obtuse triangles but as for
a reference, here I write the algorithm that indicates how we can exactly calculate 𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 for
equation (6) [5].
𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 = 0
For each triangle T from the 1-ring neighborhood of x
If T is non-obtuse, // Voronoi safe
// Add Voronoi formula (see equation (5))
𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 + = Voronoi region of x in T
Else // Voronoi inappropriate
𝑇
𝑇
// Add either 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 or 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
4
2
If the angle of T at x is obtuse
𝑇
𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 + = 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
2
Else
𝑇
𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 + = 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
4

As you can see the algorithm, for obtuse triangles, I have to calculate height and base for
each triangle that makes the computations too long and too expensive for CPU, so I skip this
procedure in my calculations.
Before I close this section I have to say that it is impossible to calculate mean curvature for
the vertices that are located at the edges/corners of the mesh. I did all the calculation at the
beginning of the implementation for all vertices but I faced with many unexpected results. To
skip these unexpected results I just return zero as mean curvature for all vertices that located
at the edges/corners of the mesh and compare it with the values from ASCII file which have
the same values as my calculation at these points.
I will compare mean curvature results from my computation with the values from the ASCII
file at results section, but the interesting result that I can mention here is that the maximum
and minimum values of mean curvature calculations. I got 1.27936 as maximum value and
-2.84458 as minimum value from my calculation. The maximum value that was calculated in
the ASCII file was 1.21512 and the minimum value was -2.72623.
Since I don’t know how the calculations are performed in the ASCII file and how the
meaning of the concavity and convexity are translated as negative or positive signs affected
the calculations, according to the comparison of my calculations and calculations from the
ASCII file, I got opposite sign for all the values comparing with ASCII file but I just
interested at magnitude so I simply multiply my calculations to -1 to get the same sign for my
values and ASCII file values.

9

Now I have done with all the necessary calculations and explanations, so I can safely draw a
figure (figure 7) that shows the value of mean curvature at each vertex.

Value

Mean curvature
1.5
1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
-1.5
-2
-2.5
-3
1

1011

2021

3031

4041

5051

6061

7071

8081

9091 10101

Vertices
Figure 7: Mean curvature value for each vertex

2.4.2 Gaussian curvature calculation
The procedure of Gaussian curvature calculation is almost the same as the procedure of mean
��������⃗
��������⃗
calculation except that I have to calculate the angle between 𝑃
0 𝑃1 and 𝑃0 𝑃2 namely 𝜃𝑗 (see
figure 8).

P1

P2

𝜃𝑗

P0

Figure 8: P0, P1 and P2 are the points for 𝜃𝑗 calculation at one face neighborhood.

To calculate Gaussian curvature I use the same function that calculates mean curvature. In
other words both mean and Gaussian curvatures are being calculated at the same time and in
a same function because during calculation of mean curvature I have calculated 𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 and
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for redundancy reason I skip to use two functions which separately calculate mean and
Gaussian curvatures.
Gaussian curvature is estimated using a discretized form of the Gauss-Bonet theorem applied
in the one-ring neighborhood of a vertex, i.e. over the set of triangles connected to the vertex
[4]. I use Equation (15) to calculate Gaussian curvature in this thesis work [3] [4] [5] (see
also figure 4 in section 2.4.1).
𝐾𝐺 (𝑥𝑖 ) =

1

𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑

(2𝜋 − � 𝜃𝑗 )
𝑗

(15)

Back to implementation phase, to calculate angle 𝜃𝑗 at point P0, I used cross product
(equation (16)) to calculate the cos 𝜃𝑗 . Then I can simply use cos −1 𝜃𝑗 to calculate the value
of 𝜃𝑗 .
cos 𝜃𝑗 =

��������⃗
��������⃗
𝑃
0 𝑃1 . 𝑃0 𝑃2
��������⃗
��������⃗
�𝑃
0 𝑃1 ��𝑃0 𝑃2 �

(16)

I repeat this procedure for all the neighboring rings connected to xi and finally I send it to
vertex shader for further calculations.
Before I close this section I have to say that it is impossible to calculate Gaussian curvature
for the vertices that located at the edges of the mesh. I did all the calculation at the beginning
of the implementation for all vertices but I faced with many unexpected results for instance I
got some big positive numbers that shows something was wrong. I checked those values and
finally captured that those strange values belong to the corners of the mesh. I checked with
ASCII file and I saw in the ASCII file, those values are zero. So to skip these unexpected
results I just return zero as Gaussian curvature value for all vertices that located at the
edges/corners of the mesh.
I will compare Gaussian curvature results from my computation with the values from the
ASCII file at results section but the interesting result that I can mention it here is the
maximum and minimum values of Gaussian curvature calculations. I got 7.67937 as
maximum value and -2.74046 as minimum value from my calculation. The maximum value
that was calculated in the ASCII file is 7.1208 and the minimum value is -2.55669.
Something that surprised me was that I got the same sign (plus and minus sign) of my
Gaussian curvature calculations compare to ASCII file. As I mentioned at section 2.4.1 when
I compare my mean curvature calculations with ASCII file, I got the opposite sign for each
values so to solve this problem I multiplied the final result with -1 to get the same sign, but
here in Gaussian curvature calculation, there was no need to do that because I got the same
sign all the time.
Now I have done with all the necessary calculations and explanations so I can safely draw a
figure that shows the value of Gaussian curvature at each vertex (figure 9).
11
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Figure 9: Gaussian curvature value for each vertex

Before I leave this section, I want to show the differences between mean and Gaussian
curvature in figure 10.

Figure 10: Mean curvature and Gaussian curvature sign calculation in flat, concave and convex surfaces.
H stands for mean curvature and K stands for Gaussian curvature [6].

The difference between mean curvature and Gaussian curvature in theory is that Gaussian
curvature of a point on a surface is the product of the principal curvatures of the given point
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which denotes by K [9] but mean curvature of a point on a surface is the average of the
principal curvatures of the given point which denotes by H [10]. Equation (17) shows the
definition of mean curvature and Gaussian curvature [9] [10].
𝐾 = 𝑘1 𝑘2

𝐻=

2.5 Light and viewer positions

1
(𝑘 + 𝑘2 )
2 1

(17)

Before I begin to explain light position calculation, I would like to explain the viewer
position. Using glut library, I was simulated the viewer position that viewer stands at position
(3, 0.7, 3) and looks at to the position (-3, 0, -3). For feeling free to move around the scene, I
also used a function that viewer can easily moves its position and changes the look at
position. This short explanation is important to get the idea behind the calculation for light
source position.
To get the best result and feel the nature of reflection I implemented a function that can
simulate the angle between the sun and the horizon. By having this implementation I can
simulate seasons, sunset, sunrise, morning, noon etc. We know that normal vector for xzplane is 𝑛
���⃗(0, 1, 0). The idea is to show that if we have fixed x and z-coordinates that
corresponds to light source coordinate, the height value of light source is than changed
without changing x and z coordinates, it means that the angle between light source and
normal vector on xz-plane has been changed so I put the light source at position
(-50000, y, -50000) that simulate a distance light source if the viewer and light source are at
the opposite directions to the origin. If they are at the same side I put the light source at
position (50000, y, 50000) and if the light vector and normal at xz-plane are parallel then I
put the light source at position (-3, 50000, -3) according to the viewer that looks at (-3, 0 , -3).
y in the coordinates above is height value for light source that I can very easy calculate it. I
just show my calculations that how I can find the angle between light vector and normal on
xz-plane by using of dot product. y-coordinate is calculated by equation (18).
cos 𝜃 =

𝑛.𝑙
‖𝑛‖‖𝑙‖

where n is normal on xz-plane and l is light vector => ‖𝑛‖‖𝑙‖. cos 𝜃 = 𝑛. 𝑙

‖𝑙‖ cos 𝜃 = (0,1,0). (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) => ‖𝑙‖ cos 𝜃 = 𝑦 => �𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 + 𝑧 2 cos 𝜃 = 𝑦

=> 𝑥 2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃 + 𝑧 2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃 = 𝑦 2 − 𝑦 2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃 => 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃 (𝑥 2 + 𝑧 2 ) = 𝑦 2 (1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)
(𝑥 2 + 𝑧 2 ) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃
1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃

𝑦 = ±�

(18)

Where x and z are x and z coordinates for light vector minus look at position and 𝜃 is the
angle between light source and xz-plane normal. I just use the positive value of y because
negative value does not mean anything in this situation (I don’t want to simulate a dark
night). To obtain a good result, I defined the light source as follows: medium yellow as
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ambient color, yellow as diffuse and white as specular. The mesh material property reflects
dark yellow as ambient and medium yellow as diffuse and white as specular.

2.6 Relation between modules of the program
I use three separated modules in this thesis work:
1. Main program that is based on C and C++ programming languages which draws a
three-dimensional mesh, calculates mean curvature, Gaussian curvature, vertex
normal and all the necessary functions which mainly used by curvature calculations
and vertex normal calculation. The main program will send the calculations to the
vertex shader when all these calculations are preformed. It is also send some keyboard
values to the shader to compare the stepwise results with each other.
2. A vertex shader program is based on OpenGL shading language (GLSL) that takes
mean curvatures from computation in the main program and ASCII file, Gaussian
curvatures from computation in the main program and ASCII file, vertex normal, light
source information, eye position and keyboard values from the main program and
send it to pixel shader (fragment shader) for final result.
3. A fragment shader program is based on OpenGL shading language (GLSL) that takes
mean curvatures from computation in the main program and ASCII file, Gaussian
curvatures from computation in the main program and ASCII file, vertex normal, light
source information, eye position and keyboard values from vertex shader, normalize
them if they need to be normalized and calculates locally backscattered light, ambient
attenuation and subsurface scatter and put them all together and show the result.
Figure 10 shows the relation between modules of the program.
Main program
Mean curvature
Mean curvature from ASCII file
Gaussian curvature
Gaussian curvature from ASCII file
Vertex normal
Keyboard values
Light source information
Mesh material property
Vertex information
Eye information

Vertex shader
Mean curvature
Mean curvature from ASCII file
Gaussian curvature
Gaussian curvature from ASCII file
Vertex normal
Keyboard values
Light source information
Mesh material property
Vertex information
Eye information

attributes

Fragment shader
Mean curvature
Mean curvature from ASCII file
Gaussian curvature
Gaussian curvature from ASCII file
Vertex normal
Keyboard values

Light source information
Mesh material property
Vertex information
Eye information

Output

Varying
Figure 10: Relation between modules of the program and parameters that passed to each other.
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2.7 Curvature based illumination
The whole implementation modeling of curvature based illumination is based on the
equations presented by Stefan Seipel and Anders Hast [1]. There are three different terms that
completely depend on the curvature. These terms are locally backscattered light, ambient
occlusion and subsurface scatter. I use these terms to implement the pixel shader.

2.7.1 Locally backscattered light
Locally backscattered light defines for a completely flat surface at a given point we will have
just ambient light and contributions from directional and positional light source [1]. The
amount of incident diffusely backscattered light from nearby increases when concavity of the
surface increases [1]. In other words when curvature increases more and more, some of the
neighboring area in the surface partially gets less light thus the gain factor for the diffuse light
can be calculated according to equation (19) [1].

𝐺𝐷 = 1 + 𝛼 . 𝑒

�−

(𝑘− 𝜇)2
�
𝜎

Where 𝛼 is amplitude, k is curvature, 𝜇 is pitch and 𝜎 is width.

(19)

Since 𝛼, 𝜇 and 𝜎 are constants, in my calculation I use 𝛼 = 0.43, 𝜇 = 1.0 and finally
𝜎 = 0.35. With these parameters I got this result that is shown in figure 11.

Figure 11: Gain factor for the diffuse color according to equation (19).
This result is calculated by mean curvature.

I choose medium gray color as base color for coloring the surface. White areas in figure 11
shows that in a concave surface we have more gain factor for the diffuse color compare with
other surfaces and it proves equation (19).
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2.7.2 Ambient occlusion
Stefan Seipel and Anders Hast describe that for concave surfaces with high curvature the
ambient gain is less than one, thus they define equation (20) that calculates attenuation of the
ambient light [1].
𝐴𝐴 = 1 − (𝜆 . 𝑘)2𝛾

(20)

Where 𝐴𝐴 is attenuation of the ambient light, 𝜆 is a constant, 𝑘 is curvature and 𝛾 is a natural
number. In my implementation I assign 𝜆 = 0.6 and 𝛾 = 1 and the result is shown in the
figure 12.

Figure 12: Ambient attenuation term according to equation (20).
This result is calculated by mean curvature

I choose medium gray color as base color for coloring the surface of the mesh. According to
figure 12, concave surfaces are darker than other surfaces and this result is completely
relevant to equation (20).

2.7.3 Subsurface scatter
Stefan Seipel and Anders Hast describe that subsurface scattering not only depends on the
angle between light vector and viewer, but also depends on the angle between normal at a
point in question and viewer [1].
If the angle between light vector and viewer reaches to 180 degrees then the subsurface
scatter intensity reaches its peak [1]. In other words for opposed light vector and viewer, we
have the maximum subsurface scatter intensity [1]. Subsurface scatter intensity is zero when
the angle between light vector and viewer is between 0 and 90 degrees because they are on
the same side on the surface and light transmission through the surface towards the observer
is not in effect [1]. The whole story is defined in equation (21) [1] (see next page).
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𝑙𝑣 = (−𝐿 . 𝑉)𝜀

(21)

Where L is light vector, V is viewer vector, 𝜀 controls the sharpness of this nonlinear falloff
and L.V ≤ 0. If L.V ≥ 0 then 𝑙𝑣 = 0.

Bidirectional subsurface scatter depends on N, L, V as well as k (k is assumed to be negative
for convex surfaces) is defined in equation (22) [1].

𝐺𝑆𝑆 = −𝑘 (−𝐿 . 𝑉)

𝜀

−(𝑁 .𝑉− 𝜇)2
𝜎
.𝑒

(22)

Where k is curvature, L is light vector, V is viewer vector, 𝜀 controls the sharpness of this
nonlinear falloff, N is normal vector at the point in question and 𝜇 and 𝜎 are constants.

I implemented equation (22) and assigned 𝜇 = 0.25, 𝜎 = 0.01, 𝜀 = 20 with the angle between
light vector and normal on xz-plane as 80 degrees and ran the program and finally I got this
result that is shown in figure 13.

Figure 13: Subsurface scatter term according to equation (22).
This result is calculated by mean curvature.

2.7.4 Final step
The final step in the implementation of the fragment shader is that to sum up the equations
for locally backscattered light, ambient attenuation term, subsurface scatter as well as
ambient color, diffuse color and an arbitrary color. Equation (23) [1] shows the definition of
output color according to curvature based illumination model.
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡

= �1 − (𝜆 . 𝑘)2𝛾 )�. 𝐶𝐴 + �1 + 𝛼 . 𝑒
− �−𝑘 (−𝐿 . 𝑉)𝜀 . 𝑒

�−

(𝑘− 𝜇𝐷 )2
�
𝜎𝐷
�

−(𝑁 .𝑉− 𝜇)2
𝜎
�
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. 𝐶𝑆𝑆

. (𝑁. 𝐿). 𝐶𝐷

(23)

In equation (23) CA stands for ambient color, CD stands for diffuse color and CSS stands for
an arbitrary color.
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3. Results
In this section I will demonstrate the results from the program and compare the results with
each other. I will also demonstrate the curvature based illumination model with real light
calculation for diffuse and ambient colors with different angles.

3.1 Mean curvature and Gaussian curvature comparisons

Figure 14: Mean curvature calculated by the program

Figure 15: Mean curvature from ASCII file

Figure 16: Gaussian curvature calculated by the program

Figure 17: Gaussian curvature from ASCII file

In these figures I use medium gray as base color which means zero value painted as medium
gray. For positive values, red color was added to the gray color which is shown as
pink ~ red color and for negative values, blue color was added to the gray which is shown as
blue. More red in these pictures means higher values and more blue means lower values.
According to figures 14 and 15, when we use mean curvature to calculate surface curvature,
for concave surfaces we have positive values and for convex surfaces we have negative
values but according to figures 16 and 17, when we use Gaussian curvature to calculate
surface curvature, it is positive for ridges and bumps and negative for valleys and dips. In
section 2.7.1 I mentioned that we have more gain factor for the diffuse color in concave
surfaces compare to the other surfaces (see also figure 11), in section 2.7.2 was mentioned
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concave surfaces are darker than other surfaces with respect to ambient attenuation term (see
figure 12) and in section 2.7.3 was mentioned that to calculate equation (22), curvature is
assumed to be negative for convex surfaces (see also figure 13) thus for getting the best
result, it is better to use mean curvature instead of Gaussian curvature.
In figure 18 we see the differences between mean curvature calculation from the program and
from the ASCII file. I subtract the calculation from the program with the mean curvature
values from the ASCII file. I also use medium gray color as base color which means if the
difference is zero then it will be shown as gray in the picture. If the difference is positive, the
color will be pink ~ red and for negative values it will be blue. More red in these pictures
means higher values and more blue means lower values.
Figure 19 has the same procedure but it compares Gaussian curvature from the program and
from the ASCII file.

Figure 18: Differences between mean curvature
runs by the program and read from ASCII file

Figure 19: Differences between Gaussian curvature
runs by the program and read from ASCII file

Value

Mean curvature differences
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0
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Figure 20: Mean curvature differences per each vertex
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Gaussian curvature differrences
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Figure 21: Gaussian curvature differences per each vertex
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Figure 22: Absolute value of mean curvature differences fault tolerance per each vertex.

Gaussian curvature differences fault tolerance
tolerance
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Figure 23: Absolute value of Gaussian curvature differences fault tolerance per each vertex.

Average of mean curvature differences fault tolerance is 10.3901920847% and for Gaussian
curvature is 3.3036934738% which means the procedures (methods) to calculate mean
curvature and Gaussian curvature in this thesis work are acceptable if we assume the values
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for mean and Gaussian curvatures from the ASCII file act as reference. If they are not act as
reference, without having the calculation details that describes how these values are
calculated, it is not possible to decide which one is better. To do the comparisons between my
calculations and calculations from the ASCII file, it is necessary to have the procedures that
describes in detail which parameters are involved to calculate both of mean and Gaussian
curvatures and how these parameters are calculated, what is the time complexity of the entire
progress to calculate both mean and Gaussian curvatures and finally which data structures are
used during the implementation phase. It is apparent that the more accurate and faster method
is the best one.
Advantages of mean curvature calculation by the method that I used in thesis work are:
1. Vertex normal is taken into account and during the calculation of mean curvature it
was used per each vertex which gives us an accurate result per each vertex and entire
calculation.
2. The calculation can be done with simple mathematic definitions such as cot, norm,
addition, subtraction, powering, multiplication and division so we do not need to use
complicated definitions and equations.
3. According to the simplicity of mathematic definitions, it is very easy to transform the
program from C/C++ to other programming languages such as Java or Matlab.
The advantages of Gaussian curvature are the same except the first advantage.
Disadvantages of the methods to calculate mean and Gaussian curvatures are:
1. The calculations are heavy.
2. To get the best performance we have to use a complicated data structure to reduce
duplicated calculations.
3. If we consider reducing the redundancies, for further calculations we have to use
many variables and put the values on it. These variables can occupy the main memory
and without a good garbage collector, there is a risk to either the main memory can be
full (in older computers) or we have many occupied memory cells which do not need
to be occupied by the variables that are not necessary need for further calculations.

3.2 Curvature based illumination
Since locally backscattered light (equation (19)) and ambient attenuation (equation (20)) use
constant parameters (except k) and since I demonstrate them in section 2.7.1 and 2.7.2 so I
skip to demonstrate them again in this section. I will demonstrate the final result (equation
(23)) with different light source angles as well as comparison between diffuse color without
its gain factor and with gain factor with different light source angles. Constant values that I
use for demonstration are:
𝛼 = 0.43, 𝜇𝐷 = 1.0, 𝜎𝐷 = 0.35, 𝜆 = 0.6, 𝛾 = 1, 𝜇𝑆𝑆 = 0.25, 𝜎𝑆𝑆 = 0.01 and 𝜀 = 20. These
parameters were not changed. I have only used mean curvature calculated by the program
(not the ASCII one) to demonstrate the figures in section 3.2.1.
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3.2.1 Comparison between diffuse color with and without its gain factor
with different light source angles
I begin with 80 degrees light source angle when viewer and light source are at opposite sides:

Figure 24: Result of 𝐺𝐷 . (𝑁. 𝐿). 𝐶𝐷

Figure 25: Result of 𝐶𝐷

Figure 26: Result of 𝐺𝐷 . 𝐶𝐷

Figure 27: Result of 𝐺𝐷 . (𝑁. 𝐿)

Figure 28: Result of 𝐺𝐷 . (𝑁. 𝐿). 𝐶𝐷

Figure 29: Result of 𝐶𝐷

65 degrees light source angle when viewer and light source are at opposite sides:
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Figure 30: Result of 𝐺𝐷 . 𝐶𝐷

Figure 31: Result of 𝐺𝐷 . (𝑁. 𝐿)

Figure 32: Result of 𝐺𝐷 . (𝑁. 𝐿). 𝐶𝐷

Figure 33: Result of 𝐶𝐷

Figure 34: Result of 𝐺𝐷 . 𝐶𝐷

Figure 35: Result of 𝐺𝐷 . (𝑁. 𝐿)

0 degree light source angle:

65 degrees light source angle when viewer and light source are at same side:
Please see next page.
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Figure 36: Result of 𝐺𝐷 . (𝑁. 𝐿). 𝐶𝐷

Figure 37: Result of 𝐶𝐷

Figure 38: Result of 𝐺𝐷 . 𝐶𝐷

Figure 39: Result of 𝐺𝐷 . (𝑁. 𝐿)

I choose medium gray color as base color for coloring the surface for figures 27, 31, 35 and
39. As we can see in these figures when gain factor was used, by increasing concavity, the
amount of gain factor for diffuse color is also increased.

3.2.2 Complete illumination model
Now it is time to see the result for whole curvature based illumination. The results are:

Figure 40: Light source angle is 80 degrees and
viewer and light source are at opposite sides.

Figure 41: Light source angle is 60 degrees and
viewer and light source are at opposite sides.
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Figure 42: Light source angle is 20 degrees and
viewer and light source are at opposite sides.

Figure 43: Light source angle is 0 degree.

Figure 44: Light source angle is 20 degrees and
viewer and light source are at same side.

Figure 45: Light source angle is 60 degrees and
viewer and light source are at same side.

Figure 46: Light source angle is 80 degrees and viewer and light source are at same side.
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4. Conclusion
As I mentioned before, the program runs at both CPU and GPU sides. Before GPU takes
control to process the program, CPU side of the program must performed its job. Since very
heavy calculations must be performed in the CPU side, GPU must wait until CPU finishes its
job. Normal vertex and curvature computations are processed in the CPU side and depending
to the size of the mesh, time complexity at CPU side can cause long delay until GPU takes
control of the program. According to my implementation, I have many redundancy
calculations at CPU side which these redundancies can be minimized by using a better
algorithm. I used this algorithm because of shortage of time.
Since this illumination model is new, we should find a way that enables us to calculate
everything instead of sending many constant values in the program at future. For instance
parameters like pitch and amplitude should be automatically calculated by the program and
pass to the corresponded functions for further computations. But for now, this model is a big
step towards the future.
To get the best result we need to define the best color and material property configuration. In
this thesis project I simulate the sun with ambient color, diffuse and specular reflections and
also I use material property for mesh to simulate the reflection but all these parameters can be
changed with respect to changes of the environment for instance weather. If weather changes
dramatically as it can happen in real environment, many parameters can be changed too. We
have to find the best parameters that somehow are the best one to handle these situations.
Computer graphics is taken into account in many branches like scientific visualization,
computer games and medical and health purposes. Illumination modeling as a subset of
computer graphics is one of the interesting and important parts in this topic. As far as
illumination modeling simulates better and better, we will have a better feeling and better
simulation in between two worlds namely real world and virtual world, that’s why I choose
this topic as my thesis work. Faster graphics cards and CPUs at the future will help us to
simulate more realistic and better modeling which those will help us to feel less difference
between virtual and real world.
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6. Appendix
6.1 Vertex shader source code
varying vec3 N;
varying vec3 L;
varying vec3 E;
attribute float meanK;
attribute float meanKS;
attribute float gaussian;
attribute float gaussianS;
varying float meanCurvature;
attribute float keyAttrib;
attribute float keyUni;
varying float keyShader;
attribute float cuSS;
varying float cuSSF;
attribute float guSS;
varying float guSSF;
void main() {
gl_Position = gl_ModelViewProjectionMatrix * gl_Vertex;
vec4 eyePosition = gl_ModelViewMatrix * gl_Vertex;
vec4 eyeLightPos = gl_LightSource[0].position;
N = normalize(gl_NormalMatrix * gl_Normal);
L = eyeLightPos.xyz - eyePosition.xyz;
E = -eyePosition.xyz;
if(keyAttrib == 0.0)
meanCurvature =
if(keyAttrib == 1.0)
meanCurvature =
if(keyAttrib == 2.0)
meanCurvature =
if(keyAttrib == 3.0)
meanCurvature =
keyShader = keyUni;
cuSSF = cuSS;
guSSF = guSS;

meanK;
meanKS;
gaussian;
gaussianS;

}

6.2 Fragment shader source code
varying
varying
varying
varying
varying
varying
varying

vec3 N;
vec3 L;
vec3 E;
float meanCurvature;
float keyShader;
float cuSSF;
float guSSF;

void main() {
vec3 Normal = normalize(N);
vec3 Light = normalize(L);
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vec3 Eye = normalize(E);
vec3 Half = normalize(Eye + Light);
vec4
vec4
vec4
vec4

baseColor = vec4(0.5,0.5,0.5,0.0);
white = vec4(1.0,1.0,1.0,0.0);
red = vec4(1.0,0.0,0.0,0.0);
blue = vec4(0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0);

float f = 1.0;
//Locally backscattered light
float alpha = 0.43;
float mu = 1.0;
float delta = 0.35;
float muss = 0.25;
float deltass = 0.01;
float Gd;
if(meanCurvature >= 0)
Gd = 1.0 + (alpha * exp(-1.0 * pow((meanCurvature - mu),2.0) /
delta));
else
Gd = 1.0;
//Ambient occlusion
float landa = 0.6;
float gamma = 1.0;
float Aa = 1.0 - pow((landa * meanCurvature), (2.0 * gamma));
//Subsurface scatter
float lDotv = dot(Light, Eye);
float epsilon = 20.0;
float lv;
if(lDotv >= 0.0)
lv = 0.0;
else
lv = pow((-1.0 * lDotv),epsilon);
float nv = exp(-1.0 * pow(dot(Normal, Eye) - muss, 2.0) / deltass);
float GSS = -1.0 * meanCurvature * lv * nv;
float Kd = max(dot(Normal, Light), 0.0);
float Ks = pow(max(dot(Half, Normal), 0.0),
gl_FrontMaterial.shininess);
vec4 diffuse = Kd * gl_FrontLightProduct[0].diffuse;
if(dot(Normal, Light) < 0.0)
f = 0.0;
vec4 specular = f * Ks * gl_FrontLightProduct[0].specular;
vec4 ambient = gl_FrontLightProduct[0].ambient;
vec4 Css = vec4(1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0);
if(keyShader == 1.0)
gl_FragColor =
- (GSS *
else if(keyShader ==
gl_FragColor =
else if(keyShader ==
gl_FragColor =

(ambient) + (Gd * dot(Normal, Light) * diffuse)
Css);
2.0)
Aa * ambient;
3.0)
(Gd * dot(Normal, Light) * diffuse) - (GSS *
Css);
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else if(keyShader == 4.0)
gl_FragColor = ambient;
else if(keyShader == 5.0)
gl_FragColor = (Aa * ambient) + (dot(Normal, Light) * diffuse)
- (GSS * Css);
else if(keyShader == 6.0)
gl_FragColor = Gd * dot(Normal, Light) * diffuse;
else if(keyShader == 7.0)
gl_FragColor = (Aa * ambient) - (GSS * Css);
else if(keyShader == 8.0)
gl_FragColor = diffuse;
else if(keyShader == 9.0)
gl_FragColor = (Aa * ambient) + (Gd * dot(Normal, Light) *
diffuse) - (Css);
else if(keyShader == 10.0)
gl_FragColor = GSS * baseColor;
else if(keyShader == 0.0)
gl_FragColor = (Aa * ambient) + (Gd * dot(Normal, Light) *
diffuse) - (GSS * Css);
else if(keyShader == 11.0) {
if(meanCurvature == 0.0)
gl_FragColor = baseColor;
else if(meanCurvature < 0.0)
gl_FragColor = baseColor + ((-1.0 * meanCurvature) *
blue);
else
gl_FragColor = baseColor + (meanCurvature * red);
}
else if(keyShader == 12.0)
gl_FragColor = ambient + diffuse + specular;
else if(keyShader == 13.0) {
if(cuSSF == 0)
gl_FragColor = baseColor;
else if(cuSSF < 0.0)
gl_FragColor = baseColor + ((-1.0 * cuSSF) * blue);
else
gl_FragColor = baseColor + (cuSSF * red);
}
else if(keyShader == 14.0) {
if(guSSF == 0)
gl_FragColor = baseColor;
else if(guSSF < 0.0)
gl_FragColor = baseColor + ((-1.0 * guSSF ) * blue);
else
gl_FragColor = baseColor + (guSSF * red);
}
else if(keyShader == 15.0)
gl_FragColor = Gd * diffuse;
else if(keyShader == 16.0)
gl_FragColor = Gd * dot(Normal, Light) * white;
else if(keyShader == 17.0)
gl_FragColor = dot(Normal, Light) * diffuse;
else if(keyShader == 18.0)
gl_FragColor = Gd * baseColor;
else if(keyShader == 19.0)
gl_FragColor = Aa * baseColor;
}
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